Use of Silver Nitrate Application as Mini-Invasive Treatment of Pilonidal Sinus Disease
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Rezumat

Utilizarea aplicării de nitrat de argint ca tratament minim invaziv al chisturilor pilonidale

Objectiv: Investigarea ratei de vindecare și a efectelor adverse ale aplicării de nitrat de argint în tratarea chisturilor pilonidale.


Rezultate: Vârsta medie a pacienților a fost de 24,3 ± 5,18 (interval de vârste: 14-36) ani, cu recurență a afecțiunii la 4 (8,9%) pacienți. Au dezvoltat complicații 10 (22,2%) pacienții, complicații ce au inclus abcese, eritem și necroză la 5 (11,1%), 2 (4,4%) și, respectiv, 3 (6,6%) pacienți. Rata recurenței a fost semnificativ mai ridicată la pacienții care au dezvoltat abcese în perioada de monitorizare.
(p=0.001) decât la cei care nu le-au avut. Nu s-a identificat nicio corelație semnificativă statistic între rata recurentei și numărul de chisturi sau de aplicări de nitrat de argint.

**Concluzie:** Morbiditatea redusă și rata ridicată de vindecare obținute prin aplicarea de nitrat de argint vin în sprijinul utilizării aplicării de nitrat de argint ca tratament de conservare eficace al chisturilor pilonidale la anumiți pacienți.

**Cuvinte cheie:** terapie minim invazivă, chist pilonidal, nitrat de argint
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**Abstract**

**Objective:** To investigate the cure rate and adverse effects of silver nitrate application for treatment of pilonidal sinus disease (PSD).

**Methods:** Number of sinus pit orifices, and complications with silver nitrate application and debridement for sacrococcygeal PSD between January 2015 and July 2018 were analyzed in this retrospective study. Data were obtained from surgical, discharge, and outpatient follow-up records. Among 56 patients who were treated with silver nitrate stick, 11 patients with incomplete hospital records were excluded from the study. Demographic data including age, gender, length of follow-up, number of silver nitrate applications, number of involved sinuses and recurrence and complication rates were recorded. Results were expressed as frequencies, means, and range of values. The Mann Whitney U and chi square tests were used to evaluate significance.

**Results:** Mean age was 24.3 ± 5.18 (range, 14–36) years, and recurrence occurred in 4 (8.9%) patients. Complications developed in 10 (22.2%) patients and included abscess, erythema, and necrosis in 5 (11.1%), 2 (4.4%), and 3 (6.6%) patients, respectively. The recurrence rate was significantly higher in patients who developed abscesses during the follow-up period (p = 0.001) than those who did not. There was no statistically significant correlation between the recurrence rate and number of sinuses or the number of silver nitrate applications.

**Conclusion:** Low morbidity and high healing rates achieved with silver nitrate provide support for this application as a feasible and effective conservative outpatient treatment for PSD in certain patients.
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**Introduction**

Pilonidal sinus disease (PSD) is a cystic formation containing hair that develops after chronic infection in the intergluteal cleft and is usually observed in young males (1). The etiology of PSD has been the focus of a long-standing debate, and PSD is currently considered an acquired disease (2). Since its first definition by Anderson in 1847, various medical and surgical methods were described for the treatment of PSD; however, there is still no consensus on the most appropriate treatment (3), and each treatment method has its own advantages and disadvantages. The ideal treatment of PSD is one that is less painful, involves a shorter hospital stay, has lower complication and recurrence rates, and allows the patient to return immediately to work after treatment (4). Patients preferences and experience of the surgeon are important factors in determining the most appropriate method (5). However, there is still a need to develop more efficient treatment methods.

Several agents for use in chemical cauterization and as lytic agents were previously evaluated for removal of granulation tissue (6,7). The most commonly used and investi-
gated agents are liquid phenol and crystalline phenol (8-11). The most important advantage of such nonsurgical methods is avoidance of hospital stays with immediate return to work after intervention as general anesthesia is not required (9-11).

Silver nitrate is a lytic agent widely used in wound care products and dressings for management of difficult wounds (12,13). In several clinical conditions such as perianal fistula and sinus, silver nitrate was shown to accelerate wound healing by removing excessive granulation tissue that causes epithelial cell destruction and activates fibroblasts (14). Several studies also investigated the utility of silver nitrate for treatment of pilonidal cysts (15,16).

The aim of this single-center study was to retrospectively evaluate patients treated with silver nitrate for PSD.

Materials and Methods

Patients

In this retrospective study, the medical records of 218 patients admitted with PSD to the general surgery outpatient clinic of our hospital between January 2015 and June 2018 were screened. The following data were retrieved from the electronic and archive records: surgical and discharge notes, and records of dressings in the outpatient clinic. A total of 56 patients with PSD who were identified by the medical records were contacted by telephone to confirm the use of silver nitrate stick application. A total of 11 patients (8 males and 3 females) were excluded from the study due to incomplete records or as they could not be contacted. Thus, 45 patients were included in the final analysis. Indications for non-surgical intervention were patient compliance with ambulatory treatment, pain and discharge without abscess (first administration) and uncomplicated PSD (≤3 midline pit orifices).

Demographic data including age, gender, length of follow-up, number of administrations, number of involved sinuses, and recurrence and complication rates were recorded.

Silver nitrate application

All patients included in this study were asked to shave the sacrococcygeal region and intergluteal sulcus before each procedure. Under sterile conditions, patients were re-examined, and wounds were explored. Any sinus tracts were cleaned and debrided under local anesthesia through the sinus orifice. For patients with sinus pits too small for the silver nitrate stick to access, the sinus pits were expanded using a mosquito clamp (BH-109 Aesculap®; Aesculap Werke AG, Tutlingen, Germany) (Fig. 1A). In 32 patients with more than one sinus pit, the same approach was used for each sinus pit separately. At the

![Figure 1.](A) Sinus orifice is expanded with a mosquito clamp, and content of the sinus tract including hair and debris is cleaned. (B) Silver nitrate is applied.
beginning of the intervention, antibiotic cream containing nitrofurazone (Furaderm®, Toprak Pharmaceuticals and Chemicals Co., Istanbul, Turkey) was applied to the surrounding skin tissue to prevent any irritant effects of the silver nitrate stick.

A silver nitrate stick (HemoStop® silver nitrate applicator-6 containing 75% silver nitrate and 25% potassium nitrate) was inserted into the tract (Fig. 1A). In patients with more than one sinus orifice, a separate stick was used for each sinus orifice. Precautions was taken in all applications for sticks not to make contact with sinus tract walls.

Patients were asked to return to work on the same day of the procedure. They were advised to refrain from bathing for 24 hours. Follow-up examination was conducted 48 hours after intervention, and any necrotic epithelium was cleaned and included removal of hair and necrotic tissue from the sinus orifice with a sterile clamp. After the first application of silver nitrate stick, debris containing necrotic epithelial cells and hair was cleaned and pathologically analyzed (Fig. 2A, B). Hematoxylin and eosin-stained biopsy specimens were histopathologically evaluated with a light microscope by the same physician.

Patients who developed complications following the procedure, including those with late-onset complications were called for an immediate follow-up examination 14 days to assess the closure of sinus tracts and the presence of discharge. In patients with open sinus orifices at follow-up examination, the procedure was repeated at monthly intervals. A minimum of three and a maximum of five applications were performed in all patients included in this study. Patients with open sinus orifices, continuing discharge, and/or recurrent complications despite recovery from treatment at the end of the 12-month follow-up period were deemed unresponsive to treatment, and surgical treatment was recommended. Patients with completely closed sinus orifices and those with no complaints such as pain or discharge were considered as fully responsive to treatment (Fig. 3). Patients considered to be fully responsive to treatment were recommended for outpatient follow-up at 6-month intervals for the first year and annually thereafter.

Antibiotics were not prescribed after the procedure. In patients who developed infection and abscess of the sinus, the abscess was drained under local anesthesia, and 500 mg cefuroxime sodium (Nobel Ltd, Istanbul, Turkey) was prescribed. If recurrence was seen during follow-up, surgical treatment was performed by the surgeon who originally treated the PSD.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical Package for Social Sciences [SPSS® version 16.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA] was used to analyze the data. Data were presented as frequencies, means±sd, and range of values, and the Mann Whitney U and chi-square tests were used. Pearson and Spearman correlation
analyses were used to determine the risk factors for complications and recurrence, p values <0.05 considered statistically significant.

Results

Of a total of 45 patients included in the final analysis, 42 were males and 3 were females. Mean age of the entire cohort, males, and females were 24.3 ± 5.18 (range, 14–36), 24.2 ± 0.8 (range, 14–36), and 26 ± 1 years (range, 25–28), respectively. Mean follow-up period was 29.1 ± 7.1 (range, 14–43) months. In this study, 13 (28.9%), 23 (51.1%), and 9 (20%) patients had 1, 2, and 3 midline sinus pits, respectively.

Silver nitrate application was performed 3, 4, and 5 times to 13 (29%), 24 (53%), and 8 (18%) patients, respectively. Briefly, none of the patients who received three applications (0%) developed complications, whereas complications arose in 6 (25%) patients who received four silver nitrate applications. Conversely, four out of a total of eight patients (50%) who required five silver nitrate applications suffered from complications.

Abscess developed in two, one, and two patients after one, two, and three or more silver nitrate applications, respectively. In all patients with abscess formation, drainage performed under local anesthesia followed with antibiotic treatment was successful in its resolution. In three patients who developed skin necrosis, the necrotic section was excised under local anesthesia as an outpatient procedure. Two patients who developed erythema received conservative therapy. Total recurrence was seen in 4 patients (8.9%), 3 of whom had developed abscess. The recurrence

| Table 1. Demographic data of patients treated with silver nitrate application |
|-----------------------------|---------------------|------------------|
|                            | Male               | Female           |
| n                           | 42 (93.3%)         | 3 (6.7%)         |
| Age (years)                 | 24.2 ± 0.8         | 26 ± 1           |
| Mean number of procedures   | 3.9 ± 0.1          | 3.7 ± 0.3        |
| Recurrence (n/%)            | 4/42               | 0/3              |
| Mean number of sinuses      | 1.93 ± 0.11        | 1.67 ± 0.33      |

Silver Nitrate Application for Pilonidal Disease

Figure 3. Appearance of healed sinus of a patient who received four applications of silver nitrate, seen at 32 months after last application.
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rate was significantly higher in patients with complications than in those who did not develop complications (p=0.009) and in those patients who developed abscesses during the follow-up period (p=0.001). All recurrences developed within the first 11 months after silver nitrate treatment.

There was a statistically significant relationship between the development of abscess and recurrence (r=0.635, p<0.001). Additionally, the recurrence rate correlated with the number of sinuses (r=0.337, p<0.001), sinus tract length (r=0.143, p=0.045), and the number of silver nitrate applications. There was a correlation between the number of silver nitrate applications and complications (r=0.239, p=0.007) as well as recurrence (r=0.138, p=0.047).

By histological evaluation, necrotic debris, neutrophil infiltration, fibrocollagenous connective tissue, and silver nitrate remnants were observed as indicators of chemical cauterization (Fig. 4A, B).

Discussion

The results of this study showed that more than 90% of the patients recovered clinically with treatment with silver nitrate. While recovery was not seen with single application in any patient, there was an increase in sinus tract length together with the increase in number of silver nitrate applications, leading to an increase in the complication rate. While no complications were seen in patients with single midline pit orifices, recurrence occurred in one patient with a single pit orifice. The male/female ratio of 8.3/1 was consistent with literature (17).

Silver nitrate, first used for PSD by Korb in 1951 (15), is suggested to exert its beneficial effects via several mechanisms. Studies showed that silver nitrate accelerated wound healing in diseases such as perianal fistula and sinus by removing excessive granulation tissue, which can precipitate epithelial cell destruction, via a lytic effect and by activating fibroblasts (14). Anti-inflammatory mechanisms of silver nitrate were also demonstrated (18). Additionally, the antibacterial effect of silver is proposed to contribute to rapid wound healing in chronic inflammatory events (14).

Silver nitrate treatment was applied to patients with 1–3 sinus orifices in the present study. We observed that there was a correlation between the number of sinus pit orifices and complication rates, number of silver nitrate applications, and recurrence (Table 2). As there are several surgical and conservative
Treatment methods available for PSD, the selection of treatment method must be patient-specific (8-11,15,16,19). Several studies reported that number of sinus pit orifices, distance of pit orifices from the midline, and the volume of the sinus tract were factors significantly impacting the choice of treatment method and treatment success (20,21). In a study by Kaymakçıoğlu et al., increases in treatment-related complications as well as recurrence rates were reported in patients with four or more sinus orifices. In the same study, the volume of sinus cavity was found to be correlated with recurrence (21).

In the current study, while the cavity volume was not measured, the sinus tract length was evaluated. Our results indicated that increased tract length was associated with decreased success of the procedure and recurrence. The success rate in the current study was 91.1%, whereas treatment success rates with phenol application were reported to range between 59% and 95% (9,22,23). Silver nitrate application was not recommended for patients with more than one tract, four or more sinus pit orifices, or sinus tract lengths of more than 1 cm in the current study. As even in patients with a single sinus tract in midline, alternative treatment options were likely recommended in the presence of 4 or more sinus pit orifices.

In 1982, Hoehn (16) used crystallized silver nitrate to treat PSD under local anesthesia at an outpatient clinical setting. In contrast to that study, silver nitrate sticks were used in the current study for efficient and easy delivery to the entire sinus tract. As described by Hoehn, removal of hair and lytic epithelial debris from the sinus orifice was necessary approximately two days after the procedure.

Histopathological examination of the tissue removed in the current study showed the presence of necrotic granulation tissue, neutrophil infiltration, with sporadic necrotic epithelium and fibrous connective tissue elements. These findings were in agreement with previous studies showing fibrotic dermal stroma surrounded by multi-layer squamous epithelium by histopathological examination of excised sinus tissue specimens (24).

Silver nitrate was not applied to patients with more than one sinus tract on USG due to the difficulty in application of silver nitrate stick to each sinus tract, and application of liquid silver nitrate might provide an advantage in these patients to increase success rate. In the current study, the most frequently seen complication was abscess which developed in five patients. Hospitalization was not required for any of the patients, and all patients were treated with drainage under local anesthesia and antibiotics. The complication rate of minimally invasive methods such as phenol for PSD were reported as approximately 8.9% (9), with most frequently reported complications as skin erythema and necrosis. Other common complications include abscess formation and fatty tissue necrosis (25).

In the current study, 75% of the recurrent cases were those who developed abscesses. Furthermore, there was a significant correlation between abscess formation and recurrence. However, as this study included a small number of subjects, future studies with larger number of patients are necessary to confirm this finding. In addition, all recurrences developed within the first year. This result was in agreement with a previous study reporting that recurrence, which developed between 3 and 16 months after intervention of PSD, was more frequent in the first 12-month period.

Limitations of the current study are the relatively small number of patients and the relatively short follow-up period. As this was a retrospective study, comparisons with other non-invasive methods or placebo treatments were not possible.

Conclusion

In this study, the patients tolerated silver nitrate application using a stick, which offered an opportunity for treatment of PSD at an outpatient setting with low rate of complications. Based on these findings, application of silver nitrate should be considered as an initial treatment option for suitable patients.
Specifically, 90% success rate in select cases provided strong evidence that this option should be offered to patients. Low morbidity and high healing rates support silver nitrate treatment as a suitable conservative treatment that should be considered for PSD in certain patients.
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